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We predict the stability of an extended two-dimensional hydrocarbon on the basis of first-principles total-
energy calculations. The compound that we call graphane is a fully saturated hydrocarbon derived from a
single graphene sheet with formula CH. All of the carbon atoms are in sp3 hybridization forming a hexagonal
network and the hydrogen atoms are bonded to carbon on both sides of the plane in an alternating manner.
Graphane is predicted to be stable with a binding energy comparable to other hydrocarbons such as benzene,
cyclohexane, and polyethylene. We discuss possible routes for synthesizing graphane and potential applications
as a hydrogen storage material and in two-dimensional electronics.
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The prediction and discovery of new materials is always
exciting for the promise of new applications and
properties.1,2 It is even more fascinating when the material
has some peculiar topological property such as reduced di-
mensionality and it is composed of just carbon and hydro-
gen. The principal theme of this Brief Report is the predic-
tion of a material, that we call graphane, which has all these
properties and the eminent possibility of straightforward syn-
thesis.

Hydrocarbons are the simplest organic compounds made
only of carbon and hydrogen atoms.3 Some of them occur
naturally in the form of crude oil and natural gas. Others are
synthesized such as polyethylene and other plastics. They are
readily oxidized to produce carbon dioxide and water with a
considerable release of energy; therefore, they are usually
good fuels. All known hydrocarbons, until now, are mol-
ecules that consist of a carbon backbone with hydrogen at-
oms attached. The backbone can be a linear chain, a ring, or
combinations of both. On the contrary, graphane, the com-
pound we predict in this work, is an extended two-
dimensional covalently bonded hydrocarbon. Its fully dehy-
drogenated counterpart, graphene, has been the subject of
many recent investigations due to its peculiar transport
properties.4–7 We predict that graphane is a semiconductor
and, because of its structure and low dimensionality, it pro-
vides a fertile playground for fundamental science and tech-
nological applications. There is a fully fluorinated analog,
poly-�carbon monofluoride� with formula CF, which has
been synthesized before.8–13 Because fluorine is known to
replace hydrogen in many hydrocarbons, the existence of this
fully fluorinated form gives further support to our prediction.
Indeed, we will demonstrate that graphane is at least as
stable as CF. In addition to the existence of the fluorinated
analog, an isostructural compound with silicon replacing car-
bon was obtained by reaction of CaSi2 with HCl.14

To motivate the experimental search for graphane, we
present first-principles total-energy calculations15 to show
that this compound has a very favorable formation energy,
quite comparable with other hydrocarbons. We provide struc-
tural, electronic, and vibrational characteristics of this mate-
rial and discuss possible pathways for synthesis; some of
which are already being attempted.16

Our calculations were carried out using density-functional
theory with a plane-wave basis set as implemented in the

CASTEP code.15 The core electrons are treated with Vanderbilt
ultrasoft pseudopotentials.17 Exchange and correlation are
treated within the generalized gradient approximation of Per-
dew et al.18 All calculations are done with a cutoff energy of
310 eV and a sampling of the Brillouin zone converged at
least to the precision of the binding energies reported. These
binding energies are calculated as the difference in total en-
ergy between the compound and a pseudoatomic calculation
done for the same cutoff. The pseudoatomic total energies
are −146.42 eV for carbon and −12.46 eV for hydrogen. The
optimization of atomic positions and unit cell is stopped
when the change in energy is less than 5�10−6 eV/atom, the
force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å, the displace-
ments are less than 5�10−4 Å, and the stress on the cell is
less than 0.02 GPa.

We find that graphane has two favorable conformations: a
chairlike conformer with the hydrogen atoms alternating on
both sides of the plane and a boatlike conformer with the
hydrogen atoms alternating in pairs. A perspective view of
the chair conformer is shown in Fig. 1. The space group,
lattice parameter, atomic positions, and bond distances are
given in Table I. The unit cell of both conformers is dis-
played in the supplementary information provided online. In
the chair conformer, every C-C bond connects carbon atoms
with hydrogen attached at opposite sides of the plane. The
calculated C-C bond length of 1.52 Å is similar to the sp3

bond length of 1.53 Å in diamond and is much greater than
1.42 Å characteristic of sp2 carbon in graphene. The boat
conformer has two different types of C-C bonds: those con-
necting carbons bonded to hydrogen atoms on opposite sides
of the plane with a bond length of 1.52 Å and those connect-
ing carbon atoms bonded to hydrogen atoms on the same
side of the plane with a bond length of 1.56 Å, slightly
longer due to H-H repulsion. The C-H bond length of 1.1 Å
is similar in both conformers and is typical of hydrocarbon
compounds.

The interplane bonding is weaker than between graphene
planes. Physically, the separation between the planes re-
ported here corresponds to their closest distance before the
repulsion between their electronic clouds becomes important.
We obtain this separation distance by minimizing the en-
thalpy under a uniaxial stress of 0.1 GPa, a small stress
needed for the packing of graphane planes. Under this
uniaxial stress, the graphane sheets are not bonded and the
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binding energy per atom is the same as in one sheet. The
graphane bonds are fully saturated and there is no opportu-
nity for hydrogen bonding between the sheets. The weak van
der Waals attraction contributes negligibly to the results re-
ported here.

With a calculated binding energy of 6.56 eV/atom in the
chair conformation, graphane is as stable as the analogous
fluorinated compound CF. Using the same method of calcu-
lation, we estimate the binding energy of CF to be
6.53 eV/atom. The binding energy of graphane in the chair
conformation is even lower than the computed value for
other hydrocarbons with 1:1 C:H ratio, such as benzene
�6.49 eV/atom� and acetylene �5.90 eV/atom�. Graphane is
the most stable compound we found for this composition
ratio. The binding-energy difference between the chair and
boat conformers of graphane is 0.055 eV/atom in favor of
the chair. This energy difference is close to that in the fluori-
nated case, where similar electronic structure calculations
obtained 0.0725 eV/atom also in favor of the chair
conformer.19 The boat configuration is not as stable as the
chair conformation due to the repulsion of the two hydrogen
atoms bonded to first neighbor carbon atoms on the same
side of the sheet. As mentioned earlier, this repulsion
stretches the C–C bond to 1.56 Å. A high binding energy is
important and required for stability of the compound, but
more important for the synthesis is the formation energy with
respect to other competing hydrocarbons.

Stability with respect to other compounds is indicated by
the formation energy. The natural references for the forma-
tion energy of this compound are graphite and H2 at standard
pressure and temperature conditions, and for consistency we
will use the theoretical values calculated with the same
method. For graphite we will use our calculated binding en-
ergy of 9.55 eV/atom, and in the case of H2 we will use our
calculated binding energy without zero-point energy correc-
tion of 3.27 eV/atom. The formation energies per atom for
different hydrocarbons are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of
the atomic percent of H. In this plot, the point at �0,0� cor-

responds to graphite and the point at �1,0� corresponds to H2.
The figure shows that graphane fits in well with the family of
already known and highly stable hydrocarbons such as poly-
ethylene, benzene, cyclohexane, cyclohexene, and methane.
Of the compounds with a C:H ratio of 1, graphane is the
most stable and it is actually more stable than a mixture of
graphite and cyclohexene with the same hydrogen concentra-
tion. This relative stability may explain the possible observa-
tion of graphanelike structures in ball milled samples of an-
thracite cyclohexene mixtures.20 In Fig. 2, we have also
included a series of compounds with formula CnH with
n=2–5. The only member of this family with negative for-
mation energy is C2H. The chair conformer of graphane can

TABLE I. Crystal structure and binding energies of the chair
and boat conformations of graphane. The binding energy is the
difference between the total energy of the isolated atoms and the
total energy of the compound.

Chair Boat

Unit cell
Space group P-3m1 �164� Pmmn �59�
A 2.516 4.272
B 2.516 2.505
C 4.978 4.976

Atomic positions
C �2d� �1/3, 2 /3, 0.5419� �4f� �0.8178, 0, 0.5636�
H �2d� �1/3, 2 /3, 0.7479� �4f� �0.7439, 0, 0.7717�

Bond length �Å�
C-C 1.52 1.56, 1.52
C-H 1.11 1.10
Binding energy
�eV/atom�

6.56 6.50

FIG. 1. �Color online� Structure of graphane in the chair con-
formation. The carbon atoms are shown in gray and the hydrogen
atoms in white. The figure shows the hexagonal network with
carbon in the sp3 hybridization.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Formation energy per atom as a function
of hydrogen content in atomic percent. Graphane is among the most
stable hydrocarbons and it is the most stable for its hydrogen con-
centration. It is also more stable than mixtures of cyclohexene and
graphite.
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be thought of as a monolayer of diamond �111� surface hy-
drogenated on both sides. CnH corresponds to a slab with n
layers of carbon atoms cut from the same surface and hydro-
genated on both sides. Other hydrogenated versions of exist-
ing fluorine graphite intercalation compounds show large and
positive formation energy and thus should not be observed.

The electronic band structures of the two conformers are
very similar. They have a direct band gap at the � point with
Eg=3.5 eV for the chair conformer and Eg=3.7 eV for the
boat conformer. The band structure and corresponding den-
sity of states for the chair conformer are displayed in Fig. 3.
The top of the valence band is doubly degenerate, with two
different effective masses, and decomposition of the density
of states shows that these states are mainly of p symmetry.
On the contrary, the bottom of the conduction band exhibits
mainly s character and has a larger effective mass. Graphane
shows a moderate charge transfer from hydrogen to carbon
�of the same order of magnitude as other hydrocarbons�. A
Mulliken population analysis21 shows a transfer of about 0.2
electronic charge in both isomeric compounds.

We have calculated the frequencies of phonons at the �
point using a frozen phonon approach with a displacement of
0.0053 Å. The calculations are done for an isolated layer in a
cell with a c lattice constant of 16 Å. The vibrational fre-
quencies obtained are shown in Fig. 4. The highest-
frequency modes, corresponding to C-H bond stretching
modes, occur at 3026 cm−1 for the boat conformer and at
2919 cm−1 for the chair. The frequency is higher for the boat
conformer due to the interaction between neighboring hydro-
gen atoms on the same side of the plane. These C-H stretch-
ing modes are infrared active and should be useful in char-
acterizing this compound.

Although we hope that our report will trigger the interest
of other researchers specialized in synthesis to imagine a
successful process to synthesize graphane, we will comment
here on some possible routes we would like to suggest. Hy-
drogenation of different forms of carbon has been thoroughly
studied recently, including nanotubes,22–25 different
graphenic surfaces,26 and even bulk structures.27 Adsorption
of atomic hydrogen on graphite �0001� has recently been
studied experimentally by scanning tunneling microscopy28

and theoretically29 and on diamond �111�.30,31 Direct expo-
sure of graphite to an atmosphere of F2 at high temperature
produces fluorine intercalation compounds up to the monof-
luoride. However, direct exposure to H2 does not seem to be
the correct path to produce graphane because, unlike fluo-
rine, hydrogen does not intercalate graphite32 due to the
higher binding energy of H2 ��2.4 eV/atom� compared to F2
��1.5 eV/atom�. Thus, the synthesis of graphane has to be
directed through a different path. In the case of reactive ball
milling between anthracite coal and cyclohexene, the deliv-
ery of H does not involve splitting molecular hydrogen.
However, a method to produce cleaner samples would be
desirable.

A possible synthetic path to graphane can start from CF
and exchange fluorine with hydrogen. The direct exposure of
CxF to hydrogen removes the fluorine from the compound to
form HF and graphite, not graphane.33 An alternative proce-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Band structure �left�
and density of states �right� of the chair con-
former. The decomposition into states with s
�green/light gray� and p �red/gray� symmetries is
shown together with the total density of states
�black�. The states at the top of the valence band
are mainly of p symmetry, while the states at the
bottom of the conduction band have s symmetry.

FIG. 4. Density of states of the phonons at � for the chair and
boat conformers. The density of states is normalized to integrate up
to three times the number of atoms in the unit cell. The modes at
higher frequency correspond to C-H bond stretching. In the boat
configuration, these modes are higher due to the lateral H-H inter-
action. The chair conformer is calculated in the hexagonal unit cell,
while the boat conformer is calculated in the tetragonal unit cell
with twice the number of atoms.
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dure being currently tested at Penn State for substituting
fluorine with hydrogen is exchange with sodium hydride.16

Our calculations show that the enthalpy change for this re-
action is favorable by about 0.9 eV/atom. An alternative
route explored in another context by Pekker et al. obtained
layered hydrogenated structures of graphite by dissolved
metal reduction in liquid ammonia.34 The synthesis from CF
has the disadvantage that CF has an ionicity opposite to that
of CH. Fluorine is more electronegative than carbon, while
hydrogen is not. A better starting point for the production of
CH would be a cation intercalated in graphite that can be
exchanged with protons after a solution treatment.

It is probably too early to talk about applications of a
material that has been proposed theoretically and has never
been synthesized. However, there are two properties of
graphane that we consider very attractive: It has a very high
volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen density and the elec-
trons in its conduction and valence bands will move in a
purely two-dimensional topology. The volumetric hydrogen
capacity of 0.12 kg H2/ l is higher than the DOE target of
0.081 kg H2/ l for the year 2015. Additionally, the gravimet-
ric capacity of 7.7 wt % H is higher than the 6 wt % H DOE
target for 2010. However, we cannot imagine at the moment

if it is going to be possible to load and unload hydrogen from
this compound.

Alternatively, charge carriers in this purely two-
dimensional semiconductor can be the source of a high mo-
bility two-dimensional electron gas with variable concentra-
tion. This is certainly an exciting prospect for basic research
and potentially for low-dimensional electronics. Of course,
considering the rather large band gap of graphane, thermally
excited carriers are not likely to be in high concentration, and
doping by hydrogen substitution seems to be the right way to
populate the states close to the Fermi level with electrons or
holes. In summary, it is fascinating that such a simple mem-
ber of the family of hydrocarbons has been missing until
now. If synthesized, it not only will be a noteworthy example
of the predictive power of electronic structure methods but
also will open a window into the captivating world of low-
dimensional materials.
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